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BODLEIA.N LIBRARY 

E.J.S. Parsons and Betty D. Fathers 
********************* 

The Map Section of the Department of Printed Books~ which is 
situated on the fi~st flocr of the New Libre~y, was first opened 
in 1946. It occupi~.s three inter-c::onnectin.g rooms on the East 
side, two of which are reading rooms and the third is the general 
work room. 

~ne first two give an area of 88• x 22 1 , well light~d by sev~n 
large winCiows 7 and accommodation is provided fo:t~ 50 readers. It 
is the reading room for geography students as well as for readers 
wishing to consult maps. The shelves of the Reading Room house 
about 6,000 geographical text books and periodicals, refarence books 
and gazetteers, and general and national atlases. The reading desks 
are so designed that they can be used for the reading of both books 
and maps: tracing tables are also provided. The larger room h.onses 
the map catalcgue·, which holds at present 112,000 entries. 'l'hE.re 
is also a catalugue of books, which includes the more important 
gecgraphical books kept in the stack. On the walls are hung some 
of the Library treasures, including the unique Gough map, the Agas 
map of Oxford 1578-88, and Hamond's map of Cambridge 1592-3. The 
portraits of John Speed and John Ogilby gaze bene1rolently down 'lpon 
their successors. Adjoining thEl readil!g room is the s~aff work room, 
where all new accessions are ordered and processed. It also contains 
maps in constant use, such as the latest editions of the OrJnance 
Survey 6-inch, 2~-i:nch, and 1-in-:::h maps and the I:1ternational Map 
of the World at 1:1,000,000. A map repair and mounting room is 
s:.tuated on the flocr above. 

The Bodleian had no srecial prov·ision for the consultation of msps 
before 191+6, but, from the :time of Sir Thomas Bodley's re-foundation 
at the end of the sixteenth century, at:Lases were oLtained when 
po~sible. BoCiley's agreement •dth the Sl;atione~s' Company in 1610, 
whereby one copy of every work entered at Stationers' Hall in Lond~n 
was granted by the Company to the Library (a right extended by 
subsequent Copyright Acts), .neant th.,,t a large number of cra:&.1 tographic 
works found their way on to the shelves. 

Mr. Parsons was for~eriy Superintendent of the Map Section and is now 
Se~.,;retary to the Bodleian Library. 

Miss Fathers is now Superintendent of the Map Section. 



During the late eighteenth century, most of the ~aunty maps which 
were being prepared and published at that time were claimed by the 
Library and these formed the basis .of a local topographical 
colle~tion. This collection was greatly increased in size and im
portance when, in 1809, the Bodleian received the library of 
Richard Gough, the antiquary. This consisted of a large number of 
books on local topography, together with a large collection of 
general and county maps. These latter gave cartographic descriptions 
of the various counties, from those first published by Saxton in the 
days of Elizabeth I, down to the county maps meLtioned above. 

The section on B:ritish topography was greatly increased from 1801 
with the foundation of the Ordnance Survey. The first one inch 
map was published at that date and from then onwards, the Library 
received all the map publications of the Ordnance Survey at all 
scales. It is true that there were some additions and reprints which 
did not find their way into the Library's presses, but the Bodleian 
has one of the most complete collections of the Ordnance Survey's 
publications in existence. 

Throughout the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth 
century, there was a steady growth in the map collection. It was 
during the First World W~r that interest in maps and their use grew 
rapidly, and from this time the collection of foreign maps began to 
increase. At the outbreak of the Second World War, the Library was 
in possession of a fine working collection of early and current maps, 
both of Great Britain and of Europe. The lively interest in carto
graphy that was seen during the F~rst Wr.rld War, was again shown during 
the Second World War, and the Directorate of Military Survey and the 
Army Map Service of J.merica between them, compiled and published maps 
of large areas hitherto unmapped and brought up to date maps already in 
existence. At the end of hostilities a copy of all these maps was 
received by the Bodleian, a gift that was also made to other large 
map libraries. 

But the Bodleian also received from the British War Office a very 
large collection of early European surveys, which were not only of 
historic interest, but which filled a very large gap in the Library's 
collection. Several foreign survey departments also agreed to send 
us various map series. 

An average of 16,000 - 17,000 maps are received each year making 
~ total of just over 2 million. Upon acquisition details of title, 
sheet numbers, scale, date and source of all new maps and atlases 
are recorded in an accessions book. This forms the basis for the 
monthly selected accessions list, which is sent to map libraries all 
over the world. The maps are then stamped with the Library Stamp and 
passed for classification and cataloguing. 
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The system used in the Library is based upon the Manual of 
~P Classificatio!!,_~~!.~~Iogui~ prepared for use in the 
Directorate of Military Survey, War Office by EQJ.S, Parsons. 
The classificat .. on scheme is designed to e:::1able maps to be 
classified easily and quickly, aTJ.d every effort b.as been maue 
to keep the number ~f figures used at a minim~m. Briefly, the 
scheme is as follows. 

Fourteen letters of the alphabet, A - N, are allocated to 
the main divisions of the world, continents and oceans. 

e.g. A The Universe 
B The World 
C Europe 
J Pacific Ocean 
N Antarctic Regions 

Each of th~se divibions is then subdivid~d, each subdivision 
teing given an arabic number. The world is divided into 12 
major areas. 

e.g. P1 World general 
B2 Northern Hemisphere 
B3 Southern Hemisphere 

In the continental divisions 0 - I, M, N, the subdivisions are 
allocated to countries which are arranged in alphabetical order. 

e.g. C1 El.:trope, general 
~ Rurope, seas, ~ylfs, channels 
C3 Andorra 
C4 Austria 

In the ocean divisi<"lns J, K, and L, the subdivisions are 
allocated to island g~oups arranged in alphabetical order 

e.g. J1 Pacific Ocean general 
J2 P~eutian Islands 
J3 Antipodes Croup 
J4 Caraline Islands 

The div·:tsions C - N are again subdiv-'_ded, each subdivision 
being indicated by a second arabic number, separated from the 
first by a colon, e.g. C17:30. The mlizl"oers 1 - 9 a1·e reserved 
for compass divisions in the case of continents and countries, 
and the numbers 10 - for the administrative divisions of a 
country arranged in alphabe·tical order. In island gr:)ups numbers 
1 - are allocated to individual islands. 



e.ge C1:1 
C1 :2 

C21 :3 
D1:4 
D5:5 
E1 :6 
F6:7 
H8:8 
I3:9 

C18:10 
C18:11 
J8:1 
J8:2 
J8:3 
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Northern Europe 
Northeastern Europe 
Northwestern France 
Eastern Asia 
Central China 
Western Africa 

Southern United States 
Southeastern Ecuador 
So~thwestern Australia 
Aberdeenshire 
.Argyllshire 
Kandavu Island 
Koro Island 
Lau or Eastern group 

Islands adjacent and belonging to a country and town plans 
are given numbers after the administrative divisions 

e.g. C17:63 Yorkshire 
C17:64 Isle of Wight 
G17:70 Town plans 

The town plaL.s are arranged alphabetically within the classifi
cation and the name of the town is added to the reference number 
e.g. C17:70 Oxford. 

A sequence number is added in brackets to the classification number 
and this comp~etes the reference number,e.g. C17:64(3). This 
sequence number ensures that each map has a unique number, and it 
is obtained from the handlist. The entry in the handlist records 
the short title, scale,r:ate and number of sheets.· The handlist 
contains a record of every map within the collection and is 
arranged in the same order as t~e Classification Scheme. The maps 
are stored in map presses in exactly the same order. 

The cataloguing system is designed to give the reader the maximum 
amount of information. Besides details of area, scale, date, 
publieher and title, a short descript~on is given of tho information 
portrayed on the map. 

The area covered by the map is the main entry on the card • There 
are headings for general maps, compass divisions, districts, islands, 
lakes, rivers and towns. 

e.g. BRITISH ISLES 
ENGLAND & WALES - Southern 
ENGLAND & WALES: dist. OXFORDSHIRE 
ENGLAND & Wi1.LES: Is.LUNDY 
ENGLJ.ND & WALES: Lake. \.VINDERMERE 
SCOTLAND: river CLYDE 
SCOTLAND : tn. GLASGOW 
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The scale of the map is given as a representative fraction. 
e.g. 1:63,360. The date is that of compilation~ If the 
publication date is different, it is indicated after the publisher. 
The t~tle used is the exact title as on the map. If there are 
insets or i~ormation on the reverse, etc., theBe are mentioned 
after. the title. A brief description is given and the card is 
completed by the number of sheets and source. The description takes 
two forms - nne for general and district maps and one for town 
plans. See Figs. 1-2. 

Cross reference cards are written for themEJ.i;i.c maps. The subjects 
co•-ered are Boundaries, Communications (Air, Radio, Ra~lways, 
Roads, Telecommunications, and Waterways), Et:clesiastical, Economic, 
Educational, Electoral, Ethnographical, Expeditions, Geological, 
Historical, Judic~al, Local .Administration and Popula+-.ion. 

e.g. ENGLAND & WALES -GEOLOGICAL 

The manuscript cards, after checking, are typed and incorporated 
in the map catalogue. All cards are filed first under the name 
of the area in alphabetical order. As in the classification 
scheme, the general maps ·are followed by compass divisions, districts, 
islands, lakes, rivers and towns. 

e.g. ENGLAND & WALES 
ENGLAND & WJ.\LES -Western 
ENGLl'.ND & ~vALES : dist. OXFORDSHIRE 
ENGLAND & WALES: I.s. CHANNEf., ISLANDS 
ENGLAl\TD & WALES: Lake. \1/INDERI"'ERE 
ENGLAND & vi ALES: river '!_!flAMES 
ENGLiU'ID & \vALES : tn. O,{J.<'ORD 

Within each section, atlas cards dre placed first in date order, 
followed by entries relating to maps published before 1850, also 
in date crder. Cards of maps published after 1850 ara filed 
according to scalei working from large scale to small scale and the!l 
by date. Subject cards follow town cards and are arranged alpha
betically according to subject, and in date order within eacl: 
subject. 

Following the area file are entries for authors, engrav-ers and 
publishers of maps before 1850. These cards are arranged alpha
betically under authors. 

Before the maps are stored, most of the general maps are mounted 
on linen to prevent damage. Most of our map presses are situated 
in the general book stack which extends over ten floorse The Map 
Section is allocated part of two floors, the maps of England and 
'\rJales are kept on the same fl.,or as the reading room, vJhile the 
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rest of the world lives in the basement. The maps are stored 
in steel cases with easily sliding drawers. 

The Bodleian Library has today one of the largest map collections 
in this courtry. It can provide fur study, samples of cartography 
from the earliest mappae-mundi to modern large scale survey sheets. 
Not only is it used by the ~tudents of geography in the University, 
who use the facilities provided by the Bodleian, as well as those 
existing in the School of Geography, but also by large numbers of 
the public interested in maps and by firms active in the production 
of maps and atlases. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Area COUNTRY: Scale 
tn. NiJ.'JE OF TO\-JN 

Ref. No. o:r Author 

Date 
of 

; compilation 
I 

jPublishing.Body 
I 

t 
Date of Publ. if 
different from above 

i 
I 

Title' 
Exact title as on map. 
(On reverse, Inset, Also, Together with, In) 

Shows 
Street names: principal buildings: railways: 
bus routes: parks: administrative boundaries: 
contours: grid: any ether information. 

No. of Sheets Source 

Fig. 1 

i-.rea COUNTRY: 
dist. DISTRICT 

J ScaLe Date 
of 

compilation 

Ref. No. i Publishi:r.g Body or Author . 
: Date of Publ. if 

different from above 

Titl6 
Exact title as on map. 
(On reveree, Inset, Also 1 Together with,In) 

Shows 
Proje~tion: Prime meridian. if not Greenwich: Grid: 
International a~d ar!ministrative boundaries: 
Relief-contours (int.), colOl.li'ed layering, hill shading, 
hachures, heights, Railways; Roads: Tracks: Canals : 
Airways: Any other information. 

No. of sheets Source 
I 

FigJ 2 




